
Paper 3 Exam June 2018 
 
1) Describe the pattern of annual rainfall in the UK. [2 marks] 
Use Key, scale and compass directions 

 

2) Suggest why the use of water is likely to increase in the future. [6 marks]  

Increase Population growth on South East 

Homes – washing machines, jet washers, showers  

Industry – uses large amounts of water 

Farming – demand for food = more demand for water 

Use evidence from booklet to help 

 

3) Suggest one problem a high water stress could cause. [2 marks]  

Removing too much underground water (from aquifers) could cause rivers to dry up and 

destroy habitats 

Farmers would be unable to irrigate crops therefore they would lose money from less 

crops to sell 

 

4) Using Figure 1 (Page 3) Suggest two impacts of transferring water from Kielder Water 

reservoir to London. [2 marks]  

Reason 1: Economic – cost of transferring water over large distances is high 

Reason 2: Doesn’t reduce people’s use/demand for water, merely increases the supply  

 

5) Study Figure 2, ‘New Reservoir for Oxfordshire’, in the resource booklet. What is the 

approximate distance from the reservoir to the River Thames? 

 Circle ONE only. 

A) 0.5 km 

B) 1 km 

C) 1.5 km 

D) 2 km  

 



6) The physical environment provides opportunities for a range of economic activities.’ 

Use Figure 2 (Page3) to help you discuss this statement. [6 marks]  

• Some understanding that the physical environment is a resource in terms of 

economic activities - farming, energy production (solar farm), canal (tourism), river 

(fishing)  

• Responses should show some understanding or implied understanding of the 

potential of the physical environment to provide economic activities using 

examples from the resource to support this understanding. 

• A number of economic activities are identified in the resource which can be used to 

express an understanding of the key idea. 

• A relative judgement in relation to the range of activities provided. 

• At the higher levels there is a clear expectation of some degree of judgement. 

 

7) Study Figure 3, ‘The proposed Abingdon reservoir”, in the resource booklet. Explain why 

this development is an example of an ‘economic/environmental’ conflict. [6 marks]  

• Understanding of the economic benefits of the proposed development. This can 

include primary and secondary (multiplier) employment in construction, skill based 

training opportunities, development of infrastructure (roads), investment in 

community facilities (new village hall?), demographic stability (people won’t have 

to move from area because of lack of jobs) or the attraction of visitors which would 

further stimulate the economy. 

• Understanding of the environmental pressures that the proposed development 

might create. This can include disturbance to wildlife, damage to habitats, potential 

issues 

• relating to groundwater, air, water, visual and noise pollution and potential issues 

of waste management. In addition there are secondary environmental impacts such 

as increasing traffic and the need for a significant area of storage. 

• Students may also identify negative economic factors (recreation and tourism 

industry) and positive environmental gains (the development of additional 

protected environments). 

• Students are expected to go beyond simply describing impacts and problems and 

consider how these generate conflicts where specific differing opinions are 

considered – identify groups of people in conflict – bird watchers V local villagers, 

water company V conservationists 



8) Do you think that the proposed reservoir at Abingdon should go ahead? 

Tick the box of your choice. 

Yes {  }               No {  } 

Use evidence from the resource booklet and your own knowledge to explain your 

decision. 

[9 marks] 

• Students should make a decision and use the full range of resources and their own 

knowledge to justify their decision. 

• The approach taken can be detailed analysis which supports the decision or a 

consideration of the advantages and disadvantages with a resulting decision. In 

either case there is an expectation that at the higher levels students will offer some 

degree of balance. 

• There may be a consideration of the ‘national good’ (increasing energy security) in 

relation to the ‘local bad’ (impact on local people).  

• There are a wide range of ideas and opinions throughout the resources which can 

be used to support the chosen decision. 

• Students may use a decision making technique in order to assess the impact of the 

proposed development. Examples of this might include, Cost-Benefit Analysis, 

Environmental Impact Assessment, SWOT analysis. 

• It does not matter which answer you choose, as long as you create an an argument 

to back it up. 

• This is where you could use your knowledge and understanding of Carsington and 

Blithfield to add weight/marks to your argument. 


